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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The Althelia Climate Fund Impact Report,
produced during 2020, is based on project
submission data from 2019. The full data
tables are available at www.althelia.com
using the investor login.
This document is prepared by Mirova
Natural Capital (“MNC”) who are authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (“FCA”) in the United Kingdom.
The investment products and services
of MNC are only available to persons
who are professional clients and eligible
counterparties as defined in FCA’s rules.
They are not available to retail clients.
Mirova Natural Capital Limited ("MNC")
is advisor to the Althelia Climate Fund GP.
This document is not intended for
distribution to, or use by any person or entity
in any jurisdiction or country where such
distribution or use would be contrary to local
law or regulation. In particular, this document
is not intended for distribution in the United
States or for the account of U.S. persons (as
defined in Regulation S under the United
States Securities Act of 1933, as amended
(the “Securities Act”) except to persons
who are “qualified purchasers” (as defined
in the United States Investment Company
Act of 1940, as amended (the “Companies
Act”)) and “accredited investors” (as defined
in Rule 501(a) under the Securities Act).
This document is provided for information
purposes only and should not be regarded
as an offer to buy or a solicitation of an
offer to buy shares in the funds managed by
MNC (the “Funds”). Investment in the Funds
managed by MNC carries significant risk of
loss of capital and investors should carefully
review the terms of the Funds’ offering
documents for details of these risks. The
prospectuses of the Funds are the only

authorised documents for offering of shares
of the Funds and may only be distributed in
accordance with the laws and regulations of
each appropriate jurisdiction in which
any potential investor resides. Nothing
described herein is intended to imply
that an investment in the Funds is “safe”,
“conservative”, “risk free” or “risk averse”.
This document does not consider the specific
investment objective, financial situation
or particular needs of any investor and an
investment in the Funds is not suitable for
all investors. Investors are reminded that
past performance should not be seen as an
indication of future performance and that
they might not get back the amount that they
originally invested. The price of shares can
go up as well as down and can be affected by
changes in the rates of exchange.
The views expressed in this document
are the views of MNC at the time of
publication and may change over time.
Nothing in this document constitutes
investment, legal, tax or other advice, nor is
it to be relied upon in making an investment
decision. No recommendation is made,
positive or otherwise, regarding individual
securities mentioned herein.
No guarantee is made as to the accuracy of
the information provided herein, which has
been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable.
The information contained in this document
is strictly confidential and is intended
only for use by the person to whom MNC
has provided the material. No part of this
document may be divulged to any other
person, distributed, and/or reproduced
without the prior written permission of MNC.

Mirova Natural Capital Limited (MNC) is an affiliate of one of Europe’s leading managers of responsible
investing, Mirova, who are themselves part of Natixis Investment Managers.
Photo credits of cover images: Marlon DAG
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Introduction
Dear Friends,
It is with excitement and gratitude that we again
present to you the 2020 Edition of the Althelia
Climate Fund Impact Report.
Last year, we had the pleasure of announcing big
news in the growth of Mirova Natural Capital’s
(MNC) platform for investing to deliver sustainable
outcomes for the natural world and local people.
As founders, we are grateful for the privilege to
have led and grown the platform. The innovation,
drive and passion that our team has delivered fills
us with pride and, as we depart this year, we know
great things are still to come.
As we have grown, Althelia Climate Fund (ACF),
the subject of this report, continues to occupy a
special place in the hearts and minds of the team.
Its impact successes to date are the sum total of
efforts from the MNC team and a wide array of
committed individuals and stakeholders across the
portfolio of projects. The positive transformation
we have seen in places like Peru and Guatemala,
for example, have confirmed our founding thesis—
that financial and economic performance, and
social and environmental impact can be combined
to address at scale the interrelated challenges
facing global society. On this journey, we have been
fortunate to work with leaders in the field, such
as AIDER, FUNDAECO and CIMA to harness the
power of blended finance on a pathway to positive
transformation in the areas of climate, conservation
and sustainable social development.
It has not always been easy. We knew in 2013 when
we set up ACF that there were no perfect answers
to delivering sustainable and scalable outcomes
in this emerging sector. We embarked with the
humble acknowledgement that we did not have all
the answers, but our team has always believed in
the power of uniting preparation with opportunity.
We have worked with our project partners to
foresee and adaptively manage challenges that
emerge, building on and improving best practice,
where possible. In so doing, we hope that we have

Dear Readers, Fellow Stakeholders and Friends,
offered some new visions and approaches that
can benefit the wider community, especially in
the areas of how to combine public and private
resources for maximum effect.
One of the most rewarding things for us over the
last seven-plus years has been seeing with our own
eyes and hearing with our ears the transformation
that has occurred due to Althelia investments. We
have seen farmers in Peru build forest cover on
their cocoa farms next to the Tambopata National
Reserve, and work hand in hand with civil society
and park authorities to improve conservation
outcomes on protected land in and in the buffer
zone. We have seen project leaders in Peru and
Brazil take innovative steps to address tough
problems like human-wildlife conflict, and working
with our market specialists Ecosphere+, forge
new pathways and partnerships grow demand
and support for Natural Climate Solutions. Thanks
in large part to its group of forward-thinking and
progressively minded LPs, the Althelia Climate
Fund has confirmed unequivocally that private
and public finance can come together to make
a positive impact in the natural world and drive
improvements for rural economies. We are
proud that Althelia investments have provided
confirmatory evidence that “Blended Finance” is
an indispensable companion to the important work
done by donors and civil society, as it emerges as
the key ingredient for the scale needed to address
the climate crisis.
We thank you for your continued support and
interest in our work and invite you to enjoy this
new edition of the annual impact report from the
Althelia Climate Fund.
Yours sincerely,
CHRISTIAN DEL VALLE
& SYLVAIN GOUPILLE
ACF Co-Founders and Managing Directors

The COVID-19 pandemic is a wake-up call for
many. It is at last time for everyone to consider
the vast array of benefits of nature-basedsolutions for our planet and global population.
Whilst we sometimes live in a world where words
speak louder than actions, it is a great privilege
to continue to present results and alternative
solutions at work.
This report demonstrates, we hope, tangible
impacts, pathways to change and viability of
scalable solutions. Key impact indicators are
on track or already exceeding initial objectives,
with 44 million tonnes of CO2 emissions avoided,
more than 2 million hectares of critical and high
conservation value habitat protected, and more
than 2,000 livelihoods directly supported in rural
economies. Beyond numbers, on-the-ground
transformational impact is equally important.
Partnerships remain key for success. These results
were made possible thanks to the early leadership
and innovative approach of the Althelia Climate
Fund. Whilst it was a bold move to venture into
new territories and try solutions that hardly existed
before, this initiative belongs to all. From Limited
Partners to leaders in the field – you all played a
critical role in this endeavour.
As Mirova Natural Capital is now moving to the
next chapter of its life, it is also time to commit to
future directions. Full integration of our platform
within Mirova provides practical and tangible
benefits. This will eventually bring guarantees and
resources that are significantly higher than those
available before. Our team will, amongst others,

benefit from synergies and greater expertise at
the platform level.
But it is also time to reaffirm that our roots are in
this quest for innovative pathways to impact. That
will remain in Mirova Natural Capital's DNA.
Of course, challenges also come with additionality
and we will sometimes continue to progress
outside of our comfort zone. In particular, and as
we are now moving towards the end of the fund’s
life, the next couple of years will be of critical
importance.
We will need to work hard and stay humble. What
we will leave behind will eventually speak greater
than words. We will need to keep working hard with
our partners to make sure that the impacts they
have achieved are truly lasting, and we will capture
and build on all the lessons we have learned.
We are proud to take up the torch and carry on the
tremendous contribution made by our team, our
platform, our company, and all stakeholders involved.
Yours sincerely,
VINCENT GRADT
Managing Director, Mirova Natural Capital
EDIT KISS
ACF Investment Director, Mirova Natural Capital
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Selected highlights
2019
March

February
Operation Mercurio was
launched by the Peruvian
government, mobilising
army and police to
eradicate illegal mining in
the buffer zone of the
Tambopata National
Reserve, reinforcing the
work of project partner
AIDER to improve
protection of Tambopata
National Reserve.

A new species of
venomous pit viper,
Bothrops sonene,
was discovered during
biodiversity monitoring of
the Tambopata National
Reserve and the Bahuaja
Sonene National Park,
carried out by AIDER,
SERNANP (the Peruvian
ministry for forestry and
parks) and other
partners. The snake is
endemic and was spotted
thanks to its distinctive
colouring and C-shaped
markings.

October

June
COOPASER, the
cooperative partner on
the Tambopata project,
delivered its first
export of Fair Trade
certified cocoa, with
25 tonnes delivered to
Italian chocolate
manufacturer, ICAM.

October
The Sumatra Merang
Peatland Project
obtained a fire-fighting
readiness rating of good
or “Baik" from the
Indonesian Government,
missing out on achieving
the highest possible
score by just a single
point. Fires are a major
threat to forests in
Sumatra.

In Guatemala City,
15 Government Entities
and 7 NGOs, including
FUNDAECO, signed a
Public Joint Declaration
“United for Environmental
Justice” committing to
enforce environmental
legislation and defend
protected areas. This
important declaration
gives high-level official
backing to FUNDAECO’s
forest conservation
activities.

March
CIMA launched an
ecotourism and
handicrafts project in
the Yamino Community
area, adjacent to the
Cordillera Azul National
Park in Peru, building
the skills and enhancing
livelihood opportunities
of community
members.

Naranjillo restarted its
procurement of beans
from cooperative
members in the buffer
zone of the Cordillera
Azul National Park in Peru.
The team made operational
four decentralised cocoa
collecting centers in
regional communities.

The sustainability
monitoring platform for
PECSA’s Brazilian Amazon
cattle ranching project is
now operational. NGO,
Imaflora supported an
initial audit against the
Sustainable Agriculture
Network standard which
will provide a data-driven
platform for on-going
sustainability monitoring.

The Sumatra
Merang Peatland
project completed
its first carbon credit
audit process with
1.26 million VCUs
issued for 2016-2018
vintages.

December

September
May

December

September

October

CIMA received approval
of its 5-year
Management Plan of
the Cordillera Azul
National Park. As part of
its REDD+ Project,
CIMA has a contract to
support the Peruvian
government in the
management and
protection of the
National Park.

Mirova finalised the
acquisition of 100% of
Mirova Natural Capital.
The acceleration reflects
Mirova’s desire to
improve its positioning
on natural capital, in line
with its goal of reaching
a billion Euros worth
of investments in
nature-related projects
by 2022.

A pilot collection,
co-created between
indigenous women
artisans from Nii Kaniti
project communities and
two sustainable fashion
companies, was
launched at an event in
Lima. AIDER are training
and empowering women
to make high quality,
functional products that
revalue indigenous art
and reach wider markets.
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Impact Theme
2019 Progress
MNC uses its suite of key performance
indicators (KPIs), split across seven thematic
areas, to demonstrate the environmental,
social and economic impacts of the projects
in the ACF portfolio.
The exact methodology used for monitoring and
reporting each KPI varies from project to project, taking
into account the unique context in which each operates.
Understanding the potential performance of a project
across each thematic area is a key part of our preinvestment process, ensuring that all invested projects
do what they can to maximise the positive impact they
will deliver for climate, conservation and communities.
The Althelia Climate Fund supports projects in Peru,
Guatemala, Brazil and Indonesia. Across all our impact
areas, 2019 was another successful year and the fund
remains on track for meeting and exceeding all its targets.

1. Ecosystems

7. Climate

6. Fair Economic
Return

2. Species

Fund remains on track
for meeting and exceeding
all targets.

5. Sustainable
Enterprise

1. ECOSYSTEMS
Projects protect and strive
to enhance ecosystem
functions, ecological
processes and ecosystem
services
2. SPECIES
Projects have a positive
impact on biodiversity
and act to improve the
conservation status
of threatened and
endangered species

3. LIVELIHOODS
Projects provide dignified
livings and sustained
family incomes
4. INCLUSIVITY
Projects empower
and protect rights to
participate in decisionmaking and economic
opportunities

3. Livelihoods

4. Inclusivity

5. SUSTAINABLE
ENTERPRISE
Projects enable
enterprises to grow
in a way that is
environmentally, socially
and economically
sustainable
6. FAIR ECONOMIC
RETURN
Projects achieve
balanced returns for
project stakeholders,
including investors and
local stakeholder family
incomes

7. CLIMATE
Projects reduce
greenhouse gas emissions,
enhance climate change
mitigation and increase
the resilience and
adaptability of their
immediate vicinity
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Climate
Reducing carbon emissions through the protection
of forests has always been the primary goal of the
Althelia Climate Fund.
According to Global Forest Watch, the tropics lost 11.9 million
hectares of tree cover in 2019. Nearly a third of that loss, 3.8
million hectares, occurred within humid tropical primary forests
– that’s the equivalent of losing a football pitch of primary forest
every 6 seconds for the entire year. The latest science makes
it clear that reaching net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 is
possible and necessary to achieve the Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C
goal and, therefore, climate targets are more important than ever.
The fund’s projects address the main drivers of deforestation in
tropical forests and are protecting and restoring high carbon stock
ecosystems. Our portfolio emissions reductions represent 109,192
hectares of avoided deforestation – that is an area almost the size
of Hong Kong.

44,426,950
tonnes of CO2 avoided

92%
2021 target =
48.5m tonnes of CO2

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project
2010-2020

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project
2010-2020

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project
2008-2018

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor
2012-2021

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon1
2015-2021

Baseline
emissions
to mid 2021
(tCO2)

5,138,304

28,970,971

10,022,611

7,688,603

4,674,631

6,580,797

Est. emissions
reductions
by mid 2021
(tCO2)

4,049,386

25,240,372

5,366,356

7,688,603

3,392,088

2,767,377

Emissions
reductions
to end 2019
(tCO2)

3,729,355

25,240,372

4,502,816

Definitions for this table on page 11

1.

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

VCUs not targeted. Estimates are unverified and are calculated based on pasture reform
and improved ranching practices, avoided deforestation and hectares of reforestation

6,833,808

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project
2016-2021

1,756,871

2,363,728

NOTES
Althelia Climate Fund’s (ACF)
portfolio of projects are at different
stages in their development, however
all projects developed to the VCS
standard are now producing verified
emissions reductions. We therefore
track both estimated emissions
reductions to date (from feasibility
studies for non-VCS projects) and
actual verified emissions reductions.
In addition, there is a time lag
between emissions reductions
being achieved and being verified.
Therefore, we use a metric that
combines verified emissions with
best estimates to determine the
emissions reductions to date.
We track the emissions reductions
that projects have achieved during
their lifetime, which may extend to
before ACF invested in the project.

However, whenever data is presented
regarding these historical emissions,
which our financing has allowed the
continuation of, we deduct any sales
made to other parties to avoid any
‘double claiming’.
DEFINITIONS
Baseline Emissions: The estimated
emissions that would have occurred
from deforestation, forest or peatland
degradation in the absence of the
project from the start of the project
until mid 2021 (or project end).
Project baseline estimates have been
updated to end of June 2021 to reflect
the lifetime of the fund.
Estimated Emissions Reductions:
The best estimate of Emissions
Reductions (ERs) from the start
of the project until mid 2021 (or
project end), based on either project

estimates, or, where they have been
verified at the date of reporting,
actual verified emissions reductions.
Emissions Reductions to date:
The best estimate of emissions
reductions from the start of the
project to the end of 2019, based on
either project estimates or, where
they have been verified at the date of
reporting, actual verified emissions
reductions.
All emissions data in this table are
calculated based on the project start
dates which are: Tambopata 2010,
Cordillera Azul 2008, Guatemalan
Caribbean 2012, Sustainable Cattle
Ranching 2015, Sumatra Merang
2016, Nii Kaniti 2010.
The Inyenyeri project has been
exited by ACF (see pg 31) and is
not included in 2019 or overall
target calculations.

Impact area pages.docx
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Ecosystems
Natural ecosystems underpin global prosperity and
wellbeing by providing economic value and security,
supporting human development and equality, and
increasing our resilience to climate change.
The world’s economies rely on nature for resources such as food,
minerals and building material; ecosystem services such
as pollination of crops, water filtration, waste decomposition,
carbon sequestration and climate regulation; as well as healthy
and prosperous societies that provide customers and workforces.
Intact habitats and ecosystems are also critical for the prevention
of zoonotic disease spread. The work of our projects is focused on
the frontier between agricultural systems and forests; landscapes
where sustainable development goes hand-in-hand with protection
and conservation of ecosystem services.

Species
PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

2,365,425 ha
under improved management

108%
2021 target = 2.2m ha

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

Under
improved
management
(ha)

574,605

1,569,553

59,341

19,155

Indirect
conservation
(ha)

17,246

187,363

2,415

42,053

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project

22,934

14,099

According to the 2019 IPBES2 Global Assessment
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, one million
species are at risk of extinction.
It is therefore more important than ever that threatened species
and their habitats are protected. Across the ACF portfolio, we
protect 146 threatened species and thousands of hectares
of habitat in some of the most biodiverse and internationally
important natural areas in the world. By protecting the habitat
of threatened and endemic species, and at the same time working
with communities to show the benefits of conservation, our
projects demonstrate that it’s possible to create sustainable
businesses that do not threaten biodiversity.

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project

119,837

-

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project

Threatened
species
Area of critical
habitat with
improved
conservation
(ha)

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

1,963,382 ha
of critical habitat for high conservation
value species protected

102%
2021 target = 1.92m ha

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

»

»
Indirect
conservation of

263,176 ha

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project

30

38

30

14

31

3

573,300

1,332,079

5,545

26,719

22,934

2,805

2. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

All peat measurement and hydrological modelling was completed in early 2019 for the
Sumatra Merang Peatland Project, and the new plan saw the construction of 100 dams to
block manmade canals during the 2019 dry season. The project has been able to prevent fires within
its boundaries through a combination of rewetting with dams, fire monitoring, and firefighting as
well as supporting firefighting activities in the neighbouring forest and private community lands.
The reforestation strategy is on track and the project has developed a tree nursery at the project
field headquarters and at each guard post. The project now has a work plan, schedule, resource
allocation, and a dedicated staff member with a background in nursery management.

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project

Tambopata launched its Annual Biodiversity Monitoring Report in May 2019,
identifying 21 species of mammals and 15 species of birds during the monitoring
period. A newly discovered species of pit viper, Bothrops sonene, found only in the Bahuaja
Sonene National Park was featured in the scientific journal Zootaxa in early March.
In early 2019, working alongside a number of stakeholder organisations including the
National Police, veterinarians, and the Taricaya Eco Reserve, the Tambopata team were
involved in the successful relocation of a female jaguar from an urban area to an area of
forest near the Malinoski River in order to avoid human-wildlife conflict.
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Livelihoods

Inclusivity

The projects in our portfolio aim to provide
livelihood opportunities and living-wage jobs that
will outlast our investment. This is done through the
economic empowerment of individual families,
reducing poverty levels in the local area, and ensuring
whole community wellbeing.

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

2,041

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project

Jobs created3
or supported4
by the project

354

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

665

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor

644

160%
2021 target = 1,279 jobs

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

67

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project

88

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

Projects in the ACF portfolio strive to meet the needs of marginalised
and vulnerable groups, including women and indigenous
communities. The 2019 UNDP Human Development Report
shows that gender inequality is correlated with a loss in human
development. No place in the world has full gender equality and
no country has been able to reach low societal inequality without
without reducing gender inequality. Investing in women’s equality
and lifting both their living standards and their empowerment are
central to the human development agenda, and therefore to the
objectives of ACF.

jobs created or supported

By focusing on providing jobs that support local ecosystems and
build stable communities, the drivers of deforestation are addressed
in a long-term, sustainable way. When assessing the livelihood
impacts of ACF projects, we consider direct employment on the
project but also those community members who are benefitting
from income generating activities as a result of engagement with the
project, for example, by being members of a cooperative or having
received training and support to develop sustainable livelihoods.

Equality and inclusion are essential when developing
projects that have sustainable social and environmental
benefits and work towards true human development.

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project

223

% of jobs
created or
supported
that are held
by women

35%
of jobs supported are held by women

120%
2021 target = 29%

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

27%

40%

26%

22%

3. Jobs created = new roles available and filled as a result of the project
4. Jobs supported = producers benefitting from greater economic sustainability as a result of participation in the project e.g. cooperative
members

»

The agroforestry team of the Guatemalan Caribbean Forest Corridor project have been
working on increasing the capacity of local agroforestry producers, and, during 2019, gave
technical assistance to 586 farmers. This included supervision of the plantations as well as support
with the certification process that enables the producers to receive agroforestry incentives from the
National Forestry Institute (INAB). This assistance will ensure that increased jobs created through
agroforestry are both long-term and sustainable.

»

AIDER has begun its business empowerment activities with women in the Nii Kaniti
project, supporting handcrafting and developing partnerships with sustainable
fashion companies, Polleras de Agus and Estrafalario. This activity has already achieved
results with the women from native communities in the Peruvian Amazon, not only
enhancing their technical capacities in handcrafts and developing pilot collections with
new indigenous designs, but also building strong commercial relationships.

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project

18%

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project

56%
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Sustainable Enterprises
Building multiple revenue projects that generate
positive social and environmental impacts is at the
forefront of the Mirova Natural Capital approach.
We achieve this by creating and supporting resilient, sustainable
enterprises within the fabric of the projects themselves. Longterm enterprise viability is measured by profitability; solvency;
secure trading relationships; access to finance and ability to repay
investment; and a positive assessment of their management
capacity. Of the 77 sustainable enterprises created and supported
by our portfolio, 16% meet our long-term viability criteria, and
26% have gained independent certifications, such
as Fair Trade and organic.

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project

Sustainable
enterprises
created or
supported

»

1

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

26

Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor

7

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

77

Fair Economic Return
ACF invests in independently profitable businesses
and provides carbon-backed loans.

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGET

These investments drive sustainable development by bringing
social, environmental and economic benefits to local communities,
as well as ensuring that value from payments for ecosystem services
and value from environmental assets is properly assessed and
compensated. Livelihood activities establish long-term revenue flow,
and loans are paid back through the sales of carbon credits, with
any additional profits being invested back into local communities.
Similarly, agroforestry and sustainable farming provide a way to
generate enduring economic return for local communities.

sustainable enterprises
created & supported

151%

Sumatra
Merang
Peatland
Restoration
Project

36

The Maronilla post-harvest centre, established by CIMA, is located in the buffer zone of
Cordillera Azul National Park. This cocoa collecting facility ensures a decent and fair route
to market for more than 200 local cocoa farmers and, in addition acts as a vital hub for providing
technical assistance related to agroforestry. The post-harvest centre also sells beans to the ACF
Naranjillo project.

1

into local communities & economies

51%
2021 target = ¤112m

2021 target = 51

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

¤56,733,110

Nii Kaniti
REDD+ &
Community
Forest Project

6

TambopataBahuaja REDD+
& Agroforestry
Project
Investment
into livelihood
activities and
supply chain

Cordillera Azul
National Park
REDD+ Project

Guatemalan
Caribbean Forest
Corridor

Sustainable Cattle
Ranching
in the Amazon

Nii Kaniti REDD+ &
Community Forest
Project

¤2,930,310

-

¤7,394,186

€¤39,986,156

¤3,229,780

Non-carbon
revenues to local
communities

¤12,949

-

¤497,894

¤1,679,737

-

Additional carbon
revenues to local
communities

¤158,061

¤844,035

-

-

-

¤3,101,321

¤844,035

¤7,892,080

¤41,665,893

¤3,229,780

Total to local
economy
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2019 Project Updates
 Featured project

 Completed investment

Ecosphere+

Guatemalan Caribbean
Forest Corridor

Cordillera Azul
Naranjillo

Nii Kaniti

TambopataBahuaja

Guatemalan Caribbean
Forest Corridor

» Page 22

Cordillera Azul National
Park REDD+ Project

» Page 21

Sumatra Merang
Peatland Project

Inyenyeri Sustainable
Cookstoves
Taita Hills
Sustainable cattle ranching
Mato Grosso
Inocas

Tambopata-Bahuaja REDD+
and Agroforestry Project

» Page 20

Nii Kaniti REDD+ &
Community Forest Project
» Page 24

Sustainable Cattle
Ranching in the Amazon

» Page 23

Sumatra Merang Peatland
Restoration Project

» Page 25
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TambopataBahuaja REDD+

and Agroforestry Project

Peru

AIM: Conserving threatened tropical
rainforest in an internationally
recognised biodiversity hotspot of the
Peruvian Amazon by providing local
communities with forest-friendly and
sustainable livelihoods.
PARTNER: Asociación para la
Investigacióny el Desarrollo Integral
(AIDER)
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187,363 ha

Cocoa production and sales in the Tambopata-Bahuaja project
have gone from strength to strength. The project cooperative,
COOPASER, negotiated with a leading Italian chocolate
manufacturer, to sell 100 tonnes of certified Fair Trade cocoa.

26

of bufferzone forest better
protected.

community enterprises
and associations
supported, including 7
women’s associations

Sales agreements for 50 tonnes of cocoa were signed with
ICAM and the cooperative began exporting to them this year,
as well as delivering 50 tonnes of Fair Trade certified dried
cocoa to various international chocolate manufacturers.

By end of 2018 (end of ACF
REDD+ investment)

25,240,372 tonnes
CO2 avoided
since project started in 2008,
100% of target

COOPASER obtained organic certification and is setting up
workshops with its 274 members to further strengthen their
organic farming capabilities.

SDGs

574,605 ha
protected and

17,246 ha

forest indirectly
conserved on
indigenous
community land

192

farmers have developed
management plans

114

farmers obtained
Organic Certification

27%

of cooperative
members are women

274

farmers are members
of the cocoa cooperative

By end of 2019

3,729,355 tonnes
CO2 avoided
since project started in 2010,
92% of 2020 target

35

sustainable development “Quality of
Life” plans are being implemented

Cordillera Azul

National Park REDD+ Project
Peru

AIM: Protecting the national park
through indigenous community
engagement and the development
of sustainable livelihoods in the margins
of the park.
PARTNER: Centro de Conservación,
Investigación y Manejo de Áreas
Naturales (CIMA)

2

indigenous communities in the Tambopata buffer
zones have implemented community life plans,
supporting socio-economic development

100 tonnes

of cocoa exported by the
cooperative in 2019

30+

threatened species protected
and one new species of snake
discovered

665

jobs supported by
project investment

CIMA has identified all the farmers, 201 in total, that will
supply cocoa to their post-harvesting plant and ensure they
meet their target of 100 tonnes produced in 2019-2020. They
are all located in the National Park buffer zone but 56% are
within the permanent production forest making their current
operations illegal.
To tackle this problem and ensure that those farmers don’t
become deforestation agents, CIMA has begun a concession
process with the regional agricultural agency. This process
creates environmental agreements to be signed with the
farmers and ensures they receive training in sustainable
agroforestry and conservation practices.

SDGs
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Guatemalan
Caribbean
Forest Corridor
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In early 2019, in response to illegal land invasions linked to the
production of narcotics, the Guatemalan government launched
a “State of Siege” in the Izabal region where the project is
located. Authorities destroyed more than 1,000 hectares of
coca plantation, although only small proportion (less than 30
hectares) was found on lands covered by the REDD+ project.

Guatemala

AIM: Hundreds of landowners, including
local communities, have joined together
under a local NGO to protect the
threatened threatned coastal forests
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

67

512 ha

skilled jobs supported
on partner ranches

By end of 2019

of riparian zone being restored
with native tree species,
helping to protect the rivers
and streams within the project

6,833,808 tonnes
CO2 avoided
since project started in 2015,
89% of 2021 target

This highlights the effectiveness of FUNDAECO’s work with
local communities in strengthening the conservation of
the area’s natural forest and protected area buffer zones.
Additional activities include agricultural training and route to
market for a variety of sustainably produced commodities such
as lychee, cinnamon and pepper.

PARTNER: Funcación para el
Ecodesarrolloy la Conservación
(FUNDAECO)

SDGSs

51

schools and

3,800

students enrolled
to participate in
environmental
education

52%

of management roles within
community organisations are
held by women

289

By end of 2019

4,502,816 tonnes
CO2 avoided

women are receiving
incomes related to
the project

since project started in 2012,
84% of 2021 target

1,131

families accessing family
planning with 2,030 women
accessing sexual and
reproductive health services

36

businesses supported, 13
managed by the project

¤41.6m

to local economy through
revenues and supply chain spend

Sustainable
Cattle Ranching
in the Amazon

Brazil

AIM: Promotes sustainable cattle
farming by focusing on pasture
restoration, traceable beef supply
chains, avoiding deforestation, and
active forest protection and restoration.
PARTNER: Pecuária Sustentável
de Amazônia (PECSA)

2,406 ha

reforested, an increase
of 95 ha since 2018

586

farmers have received training in
agricultural and ecotourism activities

680

patrols carried out
covering 15,046 kms

7,761 ha

pasture reformed under
sustainable management

26,719 ha

rainforest protected on
partner and supplier ranches

The company secured good prices and premiums through
future contracts with several meatpackers throughout 2019.
The increasing demand for sustainable beef from China is
pushing future prices up and is likely to impact the market
structure in the medium term.
Several slaughterhouses are now qualified to export to China
and PECSA is one of only a few ranchers in the region with
cattle complying with this market segment, in this case, the age
of the cattle. The first purchases of cattle for 2020 started on
time in 2019 and should therefore avoid the delays of the last
cycle. PECSA is also exploring opportunities to lock in purchase
prices for the future.

SDGSs
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Nii-Kaniti
119,837
ha 8,837 ha

REDD+forest
and community
under FSC certification Amazon
the first indigenousPeru
FSC
protected
forest project
programme in the world
AIM: Protecting rainforest and
avoiding deforestation on community
land through scaling up sustainable
community forest management and
integrating conservation activities
that put a value on indigenous-led
development.
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By end
of 2019
AIDER
work closely
7As a central element of the REDD+ project,

2,363,728 tonnes
CO avoided

with the seven
Nii Kaniti
communities to identify and develop
indigenous
communities
engaged,
each
with their and
community
forest
appropriate
inclusive
sustainable livelihood opportunities,
2
boundaries legally registered
providing training, technical assistance and
support.
sinceongoing
project started
in 2010,
85% of 2020
target
This approach is critical to the socio-economic
development

22,934 ha

under improved management
for conservation within the
project area

100

dams installed for
peatland rewetting

22

By end of 2019

residents enrolled in continuing
education programs and 210 children
enrolled in after school programs

1,756,871 tonnes
CO2 avoided

since project started in 2016,
52% of 2021 target

and long-term wellbeing of these remote indigenous
communities, historically reliant on subsistence farming and the
opportunistic and unreliable sale of low-price, low-quality goods
to intermediaries. As well as providing training and ongoing
support for FSC certified forestry, cocoa agroforestry and artisan
handicraft production with women’s groups, in 2019 AIDER
helped the Roya community secure a direct agreement to supply
its plantain crop to a national processing company, with the first
delivery of more than eight tonnes sent in early 2020.

PARTNER: Asociación para la
Investigación y el Desarrollo Integral
(AIDER)

SDGSs

119,837 ha 8,837 ha
Amazon forest
protected

74,256 ha
of community forest
under sustainable
management

7

under FSC certification the first indigenous FSC
programme in the world

indigenous communities engaged,
each with their community forest
boundaries legally registered

3

threatened species protected,
the jaguar, the blue-headed
macaw, and tapirs

By end of 2019

2,363,728 tonnes
CO2 avoided

31

since project started in 2010,
85% of 2020 target

88

5

people are provided with employment,
teacher training, farming or fishing
livelihoods, 24 are from the nearest village

women’s groups
engaged in handicraft
livelihood activities

Sumatra
Merang

Indonesia

Peatland Restoration
Project
AIM: Rehabilitation of the Merang
peatland will result in reduced carbon
emissions, prevention of fires and a
return of wildlife to the area, supported
by neighbouring local communities.
PARTNER: Forest Carbon Partners and
PT Global Alam L estari

74,256 ha
of community forest
under sustainable
management

3

threatened species protected,
the jaguar, the blue-headed
macaw, and tapirs

5

women’s groups
engaged in handicraft
livelihood activities

0 ha

encroachment from fires
bordering the project
due to firefighters

species threatened
with extinction
captured on camera
trap, including
sunbears, rhinoceros
hornbill and critically
endangered Sumatran
tiger

The Sumatra Merang Peatland Restoration Project has
developed, staffed and is implementing a new community
development strategy, with social outreach officers working
for the project in each village. A major focus for 2019 was
on scaling the education component of the strategy because
employment regulations in companies around the area (palm
oil, timber, etc) have recently changed, making it almost
impossible for adults without middle/high school jobs to find
work. The project distributed 10 scholarships for students to
attend Indonesia's Open University (Universitas Terbuka) and
plans to increase this number in future years. These students
have made commitments to become schoolteachers in their
respective communities once they are qualified. Additionally,
educational support has been expanded to enable students to
take exams in the villages, removing a large financial barrier.
SDGSs
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Naranjillo Coffee and
Cocoa Cooperative

NARANJILLO BEANS PROCESSED 2019

352 tonnes
Organic beans

214 tonnes
Conventional beans

572 tonnes
Beans for third parties

1,138 tonnes
Total processed in the factory

Located in the Peruvian Amazon, the
Naranjillo cooperative focuses on
supporting the sustainable production
of added-value, zero-deforestation
cocoa and coffee. The cooperative
provides sustainable livelihoods to
communities living adjacent to the
Cordillera Azul, Rio Abiseo and Tingo
Maria National Parks.

With over 5,000 members, Naranjillo is the largest
cocoa and coffee cooperative in Peru. Following approval
of its financial and operational restructuring, 2019 saw
the implementation of a new management plan, with a
focus on strengthening environmental health and safety
at the cocoa processing plant and the engagement of
cocoa farmers into the supply chain.
Through its new approach, the cooperative has raised
awareness that it is open for business, buying cocoa
at good prices with fair weighing (an issue in the
smallholder cocoa and coffee sector) and making
prompt payments directly into bank accounts.
In addition, Naranjillo has made operational four
decentralized collecting centers in regional communities
to improve accessibility and broaden its reach. The
cooperative started its procurement of beans from
members in May 2019. Through improved technical
assistance, Naranjillo supports transition towards full
organic certification. With 650 farmers enrolled in 2019,
the objective is to have 100% of members certified
organic and Fair Trade by 2025.

Inyenyeri
Exit
Sadly, as a result of insurmountable
financial challenges, the Inyenyeri
project, providing clean and sustainable
biomass cooking solutions to rural and
urban households in Rwanda, has ceased
operations and entered liquidation.
Despite significant investment from a range of
responsible investors, including ACF, the business
was unable to raise the required capital to achieve
sustainability. As a result, ACF has now exited the
project. MNC is following its internal processes to
conduct full financial and ESG assessments and
capturing key lessons learned. MNC will maintain
close contact with Inyenyeri’s owners as the liquidation
process is undertaken and will continue to provide

support in seeking potential recovery options, should
they materialise. Despite its ultimate failure, the Inyenyeri
project achieved some significant environmental impact.
In 2018 the project sold 803 tonnes of fuel pellets for
sustainable stoves, saving the equivalent of 435 hectares
of forest from being cut down, and avoiding more than
10,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
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ESG update

For example, for the Nii Kaniti project, AIDER is working
with indigenous communities and regional authorities to
secure fully geo-referenced boundaries that strengthen
enforcement. These pressures are also widening the
project’s set of government stakeholders, moving beyond
agriculture and forestry departments to interior and law
enforcement ministries.

During 2019, ACF projects faced a range
of environmental and social challenges.
Although the fires that devastated large
areas of the Amazon in 2019 luckily did
not affect any ACF project areas, the
REDD+ projects in the portfolio continue
to face threats that make investments to
prevent deforestation essential.

MNC liaises closely with all projects on their response
to incidents and threats, providing advice and technical
support where necessary. We do not expect our
projects to be fully compliant with our ESG Standards
at the point of investment. Instead we work with our
projects to improve their ESG management through an
Environmental and Social Action Plan.
In Peru, illegal gold mining is an on-going problem in the
Tambopata project area; and small-scale incursions for
cultivation of food crops and coca lead to deforestation
in remote areas of indigenous lands, affecting the Nii
Kaniti project. In addition, illegal land invasion and
violence linked to coca plantations are on-going threats
in Guatemala.
The approach of our project partners to these
challenges is to use their local knowledge and regional
and national networks to understand the underlying
issues, and to work with stakeholders, including local
communities and the relevant authorities to put in
place appropriate measures to protect forests, local
communities and their livelihoods.

OUR ESG PRINCIPLES

High ESG performance is at the core of MNC’s
mission and is applied across all our operations.
Our best-in-class ESG Standard centres around the
IFC Performance Standards and embodies our
ESG principles.
• We aim to be best in class in environmental and
social performance.
• We expect activities we finance to:
• Comply with internationally recognised
performance standards and certifications, as well as
local laws and international conventions;
• Provide quality employment;
• Provide substantive, measurable, positive benefits
to people and the environment;
• Conserve natural habitats and wild species;
• Apply high ethical standards and operate
transparently.
• We measure and report on our progress.
• We expect open and constructive engagement with
the organisations we invest in.
• We do not take finance from or finance projects
or entities involved in the activities listed in our
exclusion list.
• We also apply these principles to the way we operate.
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Carbon
markets
update
As global carbon emissions hit a record high in 2019, the
year also saw a huge increase in the number and scope
of companies making strategic climate commitments
with a climate finance element, and an upswell of
grassroots activism. The ‘Greta Thunberg effect’ made
its way into government and board room discussions
around the world. There was also a strong focus on
Natural Climate Solutions in coalitions and events, with a
growing recognition of the science and the critical
role nature has to play in reaching global climate goals.
Global carbon markets saw a real resurgence, with the
largest volume of carbon credits ever issued by VCS
(verified carbon standard) in one year and a 100%
increase over 2018 issuances.
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Council Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment; and
the B Corps Net Zero 2030.
The aviation industry deepened engagement during
2019 with multiple voluntary commitments made by
airlines that go beyond the CORSIA8 sectoral scheme
requirements. CORSIA rules were announced in Q1
2020, in which REDD+ credits will be eligible only under
certain conditions.
Energy companies continued to strengthen their
ambition with several ambitious announcements from
businesses such as BP, Shell and Equinor regarding
updated climate targets and recognition of the role of
natural climate solutions.
There is a growing pressure on institutions in the
finance sector through new policies and increased
implementation of the recommendations of the
Taskforce on Climate Related Financial Disclosure to
build climate resilience into portfolios and take action
on climate change. In December 2019, a group of 631
institutional investors managing >$37 trillion in assets
issued a joint statement at the United Nations Climate
Conference (COP25) which called on governments to
ramp up efforts to tackle the climate crisis and achieve
the Paris Agreement’s objectives.
REGULATORY MARKETS

Offsets generated by Forestry and Land Use activities
in particular have experienced huge growth; the volume
of offsets generated increased 264% between 2016
and 20185, growing from 38% in 2016 to 72% in 2019.
Forestry and land use issuances outpaced all other types
of credits and represented 72% of total issuances in
2019 as opposed to 38% in 2016.6
Since launching at the end of 2016 through to January
2020, Ecosphere+ has contracted over 29.5 million
tonnes of carbon assets from the Althelia Climate Fund.
In 2019, Ecosphere+ had a 26% share of the total market
based on number of VCUs issued and 37% share of the
market for natural climate solutions VCUs issued.
VOLUNTARY ACTION

2019 saw the launch of the Natural Climate Solutions
(NCS) Alliance for public and private stakeholders, hosted
jointly by the World Economic Forum and the WBCSD7 to
scale up affordable natural climate mitigation solutions for
achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement.
There was a boom in companies making net zero or
carbon neutral commitments across most sectors in
2019 such as the Fashion Pact, the World Green Building

5. Data released in 2019 by Ecosystem Marketplace -Financing Emissions Reductions
for the Future - State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets Report 2019
6. According to VERRA, VCS Quarterly Update Issue #2 - Q1/2020
7. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development
8. Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation

Negotiations that took place at COP25 on Article 6
of the Paris Agreement were ultimately unsuccessful
in agreeing rules for international carbon markets.
Countries could not reach a consensus on how to treat
emissions reductions that were created under the Kyoto
Protocol. Nor could they agree on accounting rules to
track the flow of emissions reductions between countries
in future markets. Therefore, the market architecture
for how natural climate solutions (or other emissions
reductions) will operate is delayed. These conversations
will continue at COP26, delayed until 2021 due to the
disruption caused by Covid-19.
In the meantime, domestic carbon pricing schemes
are continuing to be developed which may bring
additional sources of compliance demand either for local
projects (e.g. South Africa, Colombia, New Zealand) or
potentially for international projects (e.g. Korea).
For more detail on companies and commitments,
please visit ecosphere.plus.
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KPIs
KPI #

TARGET
OUTCOME

ACF KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
(KPIs)

NOTES ON INDICATOR RATIONALE
AND SUPPORTING DETAIL REQUIRED

SDG
TARGETS

Climate:
Net positive impact on climate change
KPI-1

CO2 reduction

Net positive climate
impacts in reporting
period (tonnes CO2
equivalent).

KPI #

KPI-3

KPI-4

Reduction in forest carbon emissions
achieved through avoided deforestation and/
or carbon sequestered by afforestation/
reforestation activities. Measured as number
of verified carbon units (VCUs) registered
during the reporting period.

13.1

Landscape
conservation

# hectares
under improved
management for
conservation within
the project area.

Includes land area under improved
management for conservation as a direct
intervention of the project.

14.2,

Landscape
conservation

Estimated # hectares
indirectly conserved
due to project
activities.

This indicator particularly applies to projects
in which the theory of change includes a
focus on changes in land management in one
area with the objective of reducing pressure
on another area e.g. through sustainable
intensification of productive land-use, the need
for slash and burn of remaining natural forest
is abated.

14.2,

This KPI is intended to provide a measure
of whether the project is maintaining or
enhancing ecosystem functions e.g. water
supply or pollination. The most appropriate
and practical indicator of ecosystem function
will depend on the ecosystem in question.

6.6, 14.2,
15.8-9

Ecological
functioning

Project specific
indicator for integrity
of ecosystem
function.

ACF KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
(KPIs)

NOTES ON INDICATOR RATIONALE
AND SUPPORTING DETAIL REQUIRED

SDG
TARGETS

Species Protection:
Improving the conservation status of threatened and endangered species
KPI-5

Targeting
important
species

# globally recognised
important species
targeted for
conservation by
the project.

Includes species’ threat status (IUCN Red List).

14.4, 15.5,
15.7-9

KPI-6

Conservation
of important
species

Performance of
project against species
conservation plan.

Progress with the measures needed and taken
to maintain or enhance the population status
of High Conservation Value (HCV) species in
the project area, and to reduce threats to them.
The measures are based on the project
Roadmap, which identifies threats to HCV
species and activities to address them.
The target is to be on track with agreed species
conservation plan.

14.4, 15.5,
15.7-9

KPI-7

Habitat
protection

# hectares of critical
habitat for HCV
species conserved
or protected.

This includes the mechanism of protection /
conservation employed.

14.2, 15.5,
15.7-9

KPI-8

Improved
species status

Change in the
abundance of
priority HCV species
(%) selected for
monitoring; and/
or change in
incidence of threats
to these species.

This includes chosen species (e.g. IUCN Red
List classification / KBA (Key Biodiversity
Area) 'trigger species') and method for
measurement.

14.4, 15.5

Ecosystem Integrity:
Protecting or enhancing ecosystem functioning, ecological processes and ecosystem services
KPI-2

TARGET
OUTCOME

15.1-4,
15.8-9

15.1-4,
15.8-9
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KPIs
KPI #

TARGET
OUTCOME

ACF KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
(KPIs)

NOTES ON INDICATOR RATIONALE
AND SUPPORTING DETAIL REQUIRED

SDG
TARGETS

Livelihoods & Wellbeing: Provide dignified livings and sustained family income
KPI-9

Economic
empowerment

Average household
income of project
target group(s).

Project target groups might include cocoa/
coffee farmers; beef ranchers; or community
carbon rights holders, for example.

10.1

KPI-10

Reduced
poverty

% project
stakeholders (local
communities)
classified as poor or
very poor (supplier
to project; project
employees).

This should be measured against
internationally and nationally recognised
benchmarks.

1.1

KPI-11

Community
wellbeing

Perceived change
in community
wellbeing attributed
to project funded
activities and
community benefit.
share.

This indicator assesses perceptions of
community wellbeing that the community itself
attributes to the project.

KPI #

TARGET
OUTCOME

ACF KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
(KPIs)

NOTES ON INDICATOR RATIONALE
AND SUPPORTING DETAIL REQUIRED

SDG
TARGETS

9.3

KPI-14

Progress
towards
enterprise
viability

% enterprises
mid-way in process
of establishing
commercial viability
(at least 3 of 5
enterprise viability
indicators met).

As above.

KPI-15

Improved
enterprise
capacity

% enterprises
meeting CCB, IFC
or other sustainable
certification
standards.

Of the new enterprises created or supported by
the project (KPI-12), % that has been verified
as meeting an applicable certification standard
e.g. Fair-Trade, Rainforest Alliance, CCB, IFC
performance standards.

Inclusivity:
Empower and protect rights to participate in decision making and economic opportunities
KPI-16

Sustainable Enterprises:
Build resilience and the ability to respond to social and environmental changes across projects
KPI-12

New
enterprise
creation

# new enterprises
created or supported
by the project.

Enterprises are defined as organisations within
or supported by the project, which undertake
productive or revenue generating activities.

9.3

KPI-13

Long-term
enterprise
viability

% enterprises within
the project operating
on commercially
viable basis (all 5
enterprise viability
indicators met).

Five indicators of commercial viability include:
1. profitability (positive net profit, excluding
grants);
2. solvency (availability of financial resources
required to cover operations and investments
for the next 12 months);
3. secure trading relationships;
4. access to finance and ability to repay
investment (including Mirova Natural
Capital);
5. positive assessment of management capacity
(qualitative assessment by investee and
Mirova Natural Capital).

9.3

Job creation

# jobs for
producers (farmers,
smallholders
etc) created and
supported by the
project.

Jobs created = new roles available and filled as
a result of the project;

8.5

Jobs supported = producers benefitting from
greater economic sustainability as a result of
participation in the project e.g. cooperative
members.

KPI-17

Job creation

% jobs created
and supported by
the project held by
women.

Jobs defined as above; percentage of these
held by women.

5.1

KPI-18

Community
empowerment

# democratic
community
engagement
organisations created
or supported by
the project in order
to channel project
resources.

Organisations may include producer
cooperatives, or community institutions
responsible for administering community share
of carbon benefits.

5.1

KPI-19

Community
engagement

% of community
engaged in project
activities.

Of the communities identified as targeted
beneficiaries of the project, the % of
community members actively engaged in
project activities.

10.2, 16.7
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KPIs
ACF KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
(KPIs)

NOTES ON INDICATOR RATIONALE
AND SUPPORTING DETAIL REQUIRED

SDG
TARGETS

KPI #

TARGET
OUTCOME

KPI-20

Gender

% of community
members engaged in
productive activities
that are women.

Of the communities identified as targeted
beneficiaries of the project, the % of
community members actively engaged
in project activities.

5.1

KPI-21

Gender

% management
roles in community
engagement
organisations filled
by women.

E.g. women in chairperson, treasurer
and other management/governance roles.

5.5

Fair Economic Return:
Benefit flows to local stakeholders
KPI-22

Value from
Payments
from
Ecosystem
Services (PES)

$ revenue received
from sale of carbon
credits by local
stakeholders.

Total revenues received by local stakeholders
(e.g. local community (ies), government,
protected area managing agency) from the
proceeds of the sale of VCUs generated by the
project, during the reporting period.

KPI-23

Value from
environmental
assets

$ revenue received
from sale of other
goods and services
by local stakeholders
(producer groups).

Total revenues received by local producers
(e.g. farmer cooperative members, ecotourism
operators/employees) from sale of goods
and services by enterprises supported by the
project.
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